Track and Trace remains in force and BE advises to continue with a
pre booking system
Social Distancing and the wearing of masks in all indoor areas except
when eating and drinking remains in force
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Covid Sub Group therefore examined the following options

Option 1 Format of Play. BE option allows resumption of play on all
6 rinks whilst foregoing social distancing. The sub group examined the
4 rink provision against the current demand, and as demand does not
outstrip the provision, then the sacrificing of social distancing for no
good reason was not contemplated. It was agreed that the 6 rink option
would be kept readily available and under review should it become
evident that 4 rinks cannot meet the demand

. Remain at 4 rinks but to be kept under review

Option 2 Clubhouse Government allow the use of indoor spaces
provided rule of 6/2 households is observed, together with social
distancing and the wearing of masks in all indoor areas except when
eating and drinking. The sub group were in agreement that the benefit
outweighed the risk and that the clubhouse will be available, with tables
being set out at social distance with no more that 6 chairs to a table.
These should not be re-arranged 24 hour ventilation will be provided.

Clubhouse tables/seating and general use to
become available as from Wednesday 19 May 2021 with safeguards in
place.
Hands, Space, Face

Option 3 Changing Rooms and lockers. BE guidance states that
changing rooms can be reopened but that participants should be
encouraged to avoid or minimise use where possible. Given that these
areas were previously designated inclement weather shelters and with
the opening of the club house the sub group were of the opinion that
with 24 hour ventilation, social distancing being maintained and masks
being worn the benefit outweighed the risk

.
Changing rooms (Sherborne and Conservatory)
together with and lockers to become available from Wednesday 19 May
2021 with safeguards in place

Option 4 Kitchen Government requirement = Social distancing to be
maintained avoid congregation have through ventilation wherever
possible use disposable condiments and individually packaged items.
The sub group contemplated long and hard over provision, even
discussing whether the requirement could be met under a two man
controlled environment of the communal kitchen facility. On balance in
addition to agreeing that the risk heavily outweighed the benefit it was
evident that the government requirement could not be met and in
addition no set routine could be installed to ensure all utensils and
shared crockery were put to the dishwasher before restowing. Finally
adequate 24 hour ventilation could not be provided without a security
compromise.

Kitchen to remain closed as requirements and
safeguards could not be met
Option 5 Bar The Sub Committee examined whether a one way
system could be installed enroute to the bar to avoid congregation and
maintain social distancing together with the possibility of offering rink
side service but these were seen as both impracticable and unworkable
For very similar reason as for kitchen whereby a set routine could be
installed to ensure all glasses were put to the dishwasher before
restowing it was agreed that the bar should not re-open. However the
self service soft drink/water chiller will be re-commissioned on the
honesty box principal.

Bar to remain closed soft drink chiller to be
recommissioned as soon as can be restocked.

Option 6 Equipment The Sub Group agreed to review the use of
scoreboards in relation to the transmission risk evident in that all 60
individual plates would need sanitising after each play and that given
the high level of probability this would not always be carried out to the
required level therefore the transmission risk would be assessed as very
high. Therefore the general provision of scoreboards was not approved.
However the sub group were keen that for matches against visiting
clubs(S&D {all}.S&DWBA, and Friendlies) plus visiting club players
(county and district competitions) scoreboards would be available with
team captain’s being responsible for the sanitisation requirement before
restowing in the equipment store.(Secretary to issue necessary
instruction to team Captain’s)

Scoreboards to be available from 18 May 2021
only for matches against visiting clubs and players with strict
sanitation requirement being in place before restowing in
equipment store

